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Ed Psych Modules. For ALL your students. Ed Psych Modules speaks to all students regardless of
their intended age stage specialization. With four case studies â€“ early childhood, elementary,
middle school, and secondary -- for each cluster of modules, your students effectively connect
theory and practice using these realistic cases. Written to be used in any order, these modules and
clusters give you maximum flexibility in organizing your course. The authors have also limited the
use of boxes and other sidebars in order to ensure students identify and understand the core
concepts of educational psychology.
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This book is great, yes. It contains a ton of valuable information; so much that you will not be able to
absorb it all the whole semester/term time. I would have given it a 5-star, but I can only give 3 stars
because this book is such a RIP OFF. It's a freaking popular book and I guess the authors/publisher
know that it's a best seller, but I regret that they put such a high price. I mean, come on, you are
selling this to students who are usually don't have that much money. It is such an irony that they're
selling a book on Education to aspiring teachers, but they tax them so much. Idk -- just my two
cents.

This book is very informative, and although it was required for my class, this is a book that I kept
and wouldn't sell back because I know I will be referring back to this book throughout my college

career and my teaching career.

This book was very expensive and I considered selling it back. But, it had such great information
and is a great resource for me in my current position that I decided to keep it. I considerâ€‹ it an
investment.

If you are buying this for school I read through this book and the last edition and I am 98% sure it is
the same book word for word. Maybe buy the other one instead of feeding into these scumbag
publisher's con-game. And kick your teacher hard for recommended an overpriced piece of
garbage. If you are not buying it for school there are some great psychiatrists to go see for your
brain problems instead of buying this book.

Buying this version saved me money and its great quality. BUT I do't have a kindle and noticed that
you can get Kindle for Mac and other devices. Kindle for Mac is not super easy to understand and
frustrates me easily when trying to go from page to page. Kindle for Ipad is a different story. On
there, everything is flawless.

I rented it for a semester. When I received it, some pages were water damaged, and a few were
already loose.

I received the book very quickly and it is a good value compared to buying from the college
bookstore. There was a little liquid damage in the index but this did not impair my ability to read the
pages.

Teacher changed books, so I returned my rented book. I only got $16 back...
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